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SUMMARY

Due to its benefits to promote student participation, develop skills, and strengthen the relationship with the teacher; Active learning methodologies (ALM) must be a priority in the university system. However, its optimal and massive use is still low.

Since 2008, a program was initiated to facilitate the correct implementation of ALM in the Faculty of Medicine of the National University of San Marcos (UNMSM). In this paper, we explain holistically the interventions and results of multiple projects: Innovations in Problem Based Learning (PBL) and Information and Communication Technologies (ICT).

Significant achievements were made among students and empowering teachers in the use of computer databases and design of competency-based evaluation matrix. A virtual simulation laboratory was created, fostering a transdisciplinary exchange that strengthened the academic activity. We show the methodologies used and student perception in subjects such as Pharmacology, one of the most difficult in the medical career and which served as an intervention model.
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INTRODUCCIÓN

The achievement of active and meaningful learning is a priority in any current university system [1]. This learning occurs when the person interacts with their environment and elaborates personal representations and value judgments that allow them to make decisions based on reference parameters [2]. Achieving this requires not only having an instructional pedagogy, but incorporating contributions from other fields, in addition to educational research for constructivist and sociocultural learning. However, the current system of university education is very diverse and fragmented [3], with traditional teaching predominating, centered on the unidirectional transfer of knowledge. To position active and meaningful learning, authors like Dee Fink [4] bet on key aspects such as teaching: “how to learn, use the scientific method, perform self-learning and analyze the nature of the courses”.

Especially in careers such as Human Medicine which must have a high level of learning [5, 6], these innovations are more effective when associated with experiments, reflexive dialogues, self-evaluations and the application of ICTs [7, 8, 9]. The empowerment of medical students through ALM is a primary objective that requires a moral and ethical commitment for both teachers and students [10]. An empowered student is an element with a high value not only for its high level of knowledge but also because it becomes a reference when engaging in topics beyond those offered by the university.

At the National University of San Marcos (UNMSM), the oldest national university in Peru, various factors led to a lack of deepening of meaningful learning: Teachers with little predisposition to change, poor knowledge of the method and absence of authorities to promote the acquisition of competences; have avoided to a certain extent that the student can be more proactive when taught with innovative methodologies [11], such as problem-based learning (PBL) [12].

*The Spanish version of this article was presented and published in the Ninth Ibero-American Conference on Complexity, Information Technology and Cybernetics: CICIC 2019.
In the present work, the development of the multiple investigations carried out is presented in a holistic way. We begin by showing information about the reality found 10 years ago, then a global description of what has been developed, focusing on the objectives and general guidelines of the interventions. Some indicators of processes and results are shown, and finally, a discussion and future perspectives are presented.

DIAGNOSIS OF THE INITIAL SITUATION

During 2008, a cross-sectional and descriptive study was conducted through an anonymous survey to determine the student's perception of the organization, academic management, and teaching-learning. The students were volunteers of the third year of Human Medicine (n = 30). We identified deficient areas, and gaps where an intervention could be generated.

- 44% did not reach a high level of learning (According to the Bloom scale) [5]
- 37% attended theoretical classes by obligation.
- The technique of least use of learning was the problematization and integration of information
- 50% attended methodologies different from the traditional ones for overcoming and actively participating in it.

INTERVENTIONS FOR CREATING CONTENT

The information found was disseminated and in the following years, several isolated initiatives were carried out. In 2012, the same diagnosis was made again, this time to 59 students, to evaluate changes. The results were similar, including that 47% of students did not use electronic resources in their learning.

Thus, the design of structured interventions during Pharmacology was initiated, whose objective was initially the systemic creation of own content based on three pillars:
- Problem Based Learning (PBL)
- Use of Virtual Simulation Software (VSS) and
- Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs)

Table 1 summarizes the initiatives in which educational resources were created according to the area and objectives set.

INTERVENTIONS FOR THE PROMOTION OF ACTIVE METHODOLOGIES

The development of the "ALM Program" involved creating learning that promotes analysis, reflection, and intuition with the development of science and research; besides generating pleasure to educate, to learn and to build knowledge.

Although each intervention pursued specific objectives, they all had three moments in common:
- a) Awareness stage, which was a constant battle to raise awareness among students, teachers, and faculty authorities to allow, generate and be part of the changes
- b) Creation of ad hoc resources and
- c) Teacher training using new resources and new technologies

ALM Program Overview

The program is the result of a gradual process initiated with teacher awareness activities in the use of ALM and the use of virtual simulation software to initially learn experimental pharmacology and research on medicinal plants.

The target audience were students of different years and teachers. To carry out the projects, a multidisciplinary team of physicians, researchers, teachers, administrative staff, and student was formed. The methodology used was based on an International ALM course led by Dr. Hendrik Van Wilgenburg (University of Amsterdam) who provided the software used [51]. There, it was defined as "active participation of learning" to the review of knowledge (pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics) with respect to a practical result (pharmacological effect of drugs), combining with the discussion of results for the consolidation of knowledge and the virtual presentation of knowledge. Figure 1 summarizes in a timeline the interventions made during the 10 years and then its methodology and results are briefly exposed.

Table 1. Interventions for the creation of meaningful learning contents until 2014

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Objectives</th>
<th>(Area) and resource created</th>
<th>Training carried out</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Install software as an option to experiments. (VSS) Creation of 4 guides for the use of software</td>
<td>Six trainings: respect for life, and virtual software</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Facilitate student-teacher access to new information (ICT) Creation of a web portal Access to bibliography and information</td>
<td>Two asynchronous trainings to create virtual classrooms and how to direct them.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Increase meaningful learning through modules based on problem-solving and discussion (ICT) Virtual classroom with e-books and didactic material of each class</td>
<td>Three sessions to agree on PBL and common use of an evaluation matrix</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Consensus on the correct use of the environment and software (VSS) Guidelines for student use of the Laboratory</td>
<td>Two trainings for teachers for correct use of laboratory hardware and software and how to use new resources to achieve meaningful instruction in the student.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Establish learning with new virtual simulators and more cases (VSS) Tutorials for solving problems with software and its practical application</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Teaching new topics: Pharmacogenetics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Objectives</th>
<th>(Area) and resource created</th>
<th>Training carried out</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Agree on learning by resolution and discussion of cases (PBL) Design of 02 problem cases.</td>
<td>Training in cases: &quot;Warfarin in genotypes CYP2C9 / VKORC1&quot; and &quot;Abacavir in genotypes HLA-B5701 in HIV&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Establish pharmacogenetic s learning through ALM (ICT) Creation of a virtual classroom and use of email and Facebook as a learning tool.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
modern learning methodologies, such as ALM, had been applied. It was proposed to compare the academic performance of students, since 2010(n=139), 2011(n=132) and 2012(n=134).

Design and general description:
During 2010 there was no formal intervention, the teaching methodology used was the traditional one. In 2011, the use of ALM began and in 2012 the use of ALM methodologies with PBL was increased.

The intervention of the year 2012 involved laying the methodological foundations for achieving meaningful learning, which was improving year after year (see Figure 2).

The materials were published in the virtual classroom, to allow learning to the rhythm of the student, who received a digital disc (DVD) with programmed practices, E-Books of Pharmacology and teaching materials prepared by teachers.

Results:
No significant difference was found in the final averages of the course in the three years evaluated (p = 0.053). However, there was a significant increase in the scores for 2012 when evaluating the modules intervened separately (p = 0.001). The general perception of the students in 2012 was that the applied ALM allowed them a higher level of learning (according to the Bloom scale), allowing them not only to remember and understand but also to analyze and synthesize the information.

INTRODUCTION OF SIMULATION SOFTWARE TO IMPROVE LEARNING.

The first introduction was made of the use of virtual simulations in experimental pharmacology to improve learning and respect the ethical norms in the handling of experimental animals motivating the student to be an active participant in their teaching at their own pace.

Design and general description:
The use of virtual simulators in the education of third-year medical students (n = 134) of the UNMSM was examined. Steps:
a) Raise awareness about the use of experimental animals.
b) Develop and apply didactic materials for the practices that included a web portal for the use of the software. (Figure 3)

Results and conclusions:
Six trainings were given to professors on the use of virtual simulators. Six practice guides were created for the use of the "Micro Labs" and "Cardiovascular Rat" software.

All the students of the year 2012, who used simulation software, had an average grade higher than the previous year with a significant difference (p = 0.01)

Figure 3: Web page created to train in the use of simulation software - http://sanfer1.wix.com/microlabs

CREATION OF A VIRTUAL LABORATORY IN PHARMACOLOGY. YEAR 2013

The proposal of a physical space was designed where students and teachers could interact and achieve interactive, creative and clear learning using simulators and accessing information.

Design and general description:
In addition to determining the technical requirements and the architecture of the virtual classroom to be used, a pedagogical and administrative structure (guides and didactic tutorials) was created for training in 4 short sessions with the use of software.

Results:

An area of 58 m2 was implemented with an electrical system necessary for the operation of 27 computers. During the inauguration, a workshop was held with students of the Toxicology course, which showed a high level of satisfaction with the organization, infrastructure, and learning achieved.

INSERTING NEW "PHARMACOGENETIC" EDUCATIONAL TOPICS. 2014

With the implementation of the virtual laboratory, an intervention was planned to include important topics in the medical career that are not included in the curriculum.

Design and general description:

The implementation of PBL and ICT in Pharmacogenetics in Medicine students were evaluated: 2012 (n = 134), 2013 (n = 8) and 2014 (n = 150). Theoretical sessions were implemented using the ABP to solve the cases about: "Dosage of Warfarin in genotypes CYP2C9 / VKORC1" and "Dosage of Abacavir in genotypes HLA-B5701 in patients with HIV" The development of the intervention is summarized in Figure 4.

Results:

The materials were shared online five days before the face-to-face class. Great capacity for synthesis and creativity in the design was observed. The level of learning estimated on a score of 10, was 8.24 ± 0.8.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preparation</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Learning guides</td>
<td>ABP-based guides</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Warfarin case</td>
<td>Cases / problems</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. HIV case</td>
<td>Bibliographic resources</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virtual Classroom at Moodle.org</td>
<td>Use of ICT: Facebook and mail</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share materials and resources</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher training</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phases</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-face-to-face phase // Individual and collective</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face-to-face phase // Consolidate previous knowledge and link new cases</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-face-to-face phase // Creation of a conceptual map that integrates knowledge and analysis carried out.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4. ALM Planning for Pharmacogenetics.

INTERMEDIATE SITUATIONAL DIAGNOSIS – 2014

At the end of 2014, the learning situation was explored again:

- More than 75% of the students declared to achieve high levels of learning.
- 90% attended classes for learning motivation
- Only 11% did not use electronic resources for self-learning
- We also find different proposals for change.

Opinion about the improvement of the classes: "I would ask for more interest in the development of the theoretical classes, they are monotonous and many of them with little information".

Opinions about the methodology: "Greater horizontal" "Modules must have a good PBL, if they are not used correctly, it causes confusion, train all teachers equally"

TRANSDISCIPLINARY TRAINING IN THE USE OF ICT. YEARS 2015, 2016

After 2014, we began with interventions throughout the Faculty of Medicine. Training was initiated to develop ICT competencies according to the UNESCO model. In the end, although 78% achieved high levels of competence, only 25% of teachers created and implemented virtual classrooms. There were important limitations concerning the technological conditions and university policies to integrate it into their teaching activity [7].

![Figure 5: Transdisciplinary training in the use of ICT](image)

INTRODUCTION OF ACTIVE METHODOLOGIES IN HOSPITAL ENVIRONMENTS - 2017, 2018

In the year 2017, the intervention in hospital environments began. Because the form of evaluation could vary from the subjective (based on experiences) to the quantitative (based on a test); an evaluation instrument was developed to standardize the evaluation based on achievement of competences.

Resistance to change was shown; however, the critical point was the constant teacher training and a follow-up plan.

"We are just being aware that we must work as a team and change the traditional methodology"

"We are using the new active methodologies and we feel the difference, I am changing the strategy, with satisfaction"

![Figure 6: Teaching ALM in Hospitals](image)
APPLICATION OF B-LEARNING TO IMPROVE SURGICAL SKILLS - 2017, 2018

Finally, in 2017, a project for conducting the course "Surgical Techniques and Anesthesiology" was presented, using the Blended Learning methodology. The design was quasi-experimental research applied to 210 fifth-grade medical students. Among the results of relevance is the continuous use of virtual classrooms, the production of videos by teachers, a restriction of the theoretical content, the evaluation by competencies and the evidence of the improvement of the surgical skills achieved through the use of virtual simulations and face-to-face simulations (laparoscopy or endoscopy).

DISCUSSION

The creation of the Faculty of Medicine of the UNMSM was in 1856. And because it was the first faculty in Peru, it led to the establishment of all the foundations of national medical training in its classrooms since the end of the vice regal period. During the first years, the learning methodology was focused on the teacher considered as the wise and inspiring, and with an educational plan with international bases of anatomy, galenic botany and art. Then, the academic structure was oriented to solve national problems and the use of natural resources but with the same pedagogical form.

Already during the twentieth century, the curricular system was changing due to international and world wars so teaching began to have non-vertical teaching models. But it was not until the 21st century when dizzying changes occurred thanks to the introduction of the Flexner educational process with its methodology of meaningful learning and learning by doing. The construction of meaningful learning then became a transcendental matter in our university system.

In this context, the need to give more dynamism to the role of teachers is considered, who should focus much more on the student. However, to empower the great change of this new era, it is necessary to implement more technology and interactivity in educational media, encourage teachers to optimize the teaching process and awaken in students an active participation in their self-learning. Thus, the university would assume its role of training professionals with the capacity to develop their potential based on their career.

The success of the application of the MLA seen in the interventions presented here, is due to the motivation and usefulness of the problematization for self-learning in the students, who became stimulators of their own process. They determine the objectives of the solution, develop the strategic plan and discuss what was learned. Although the teachers are guides and received training in the PBL methodology, in these 10 years it was striking that the students were the true drivers of this methodology.

It can be affirmed now that in the UNMSM, the teaching-learning in some courses of the health sciences, have adopted the model of learning centered on the student and the achievement of this goal contribute the ALM. Especially competency-based education that allows designing curricula based on the health needs of the population and integrate the achievement of skills and attitudes required.

These educational advances have already been implemented and reported in the local environment by private universities and in countries such as Colombia and Mexico. It is necessary that the teaching staff of a public university also know the bases of education by competence and have an active participation in the design of the tools and in their correct implementation. Support the above, the new educational taxonomy of Dee Fink, made explicit in 6 categories, essential to learn something: Initially "Know" what it is to remember specific information. For this you need to have basic knowledge of the subject. The "Application" that consists of learning new social, physical and intellectual actions of daily life through critical and creative thinking. The "special value" that is to create awareness that learning will provide intellectual and practical power. "Integration" is when the student understands the connection between different things. The "human dimension" is to understand that what is learned will interact effectively with social and personal implications. And the "Application of learning" which is the effective use to solve problems.

Likewise, to design the interventions presented in this report, the Rickenmann didactic was incorporated, where it is important to plan the cognitive activity and the tasks that the students must perform. First, the model of teaching materials related to the teaching-learning contents is created and then the stimuli for the critical analysis of the problem and the search for the solution are intensified. Finally, the problem is solved, with teamwork, with argumentative debates based on scientific evidence.

In most of the educational blocks developed initially, there was a deficit in the use of ICTs and some potential causes were found: 1. Faculty directors do not add to the academic load of teachers who develop ICTs (the hours spent on tasks of virtual teaching-learning). 2. Lack of confidence of teachers to teach in virtual spaces. 3. Resistance to change, cultural and organizational barriers, which do not differ from other countries. According to Kirkup and Kirkwood, advances in the use of ICTs in higher education have been gradual rather than revolutionary. In the present case, ICTs played an important role as technological tools from acquisition to presentation of information.

An important event that favored the educational intervention was the curricular reform of the Human Medicine career that began in 2014, where a curriculum based on the achievement of competences was established. The group of researchers developed training for teachers in Active Learning Methodologies, thanks to their greater benefit for the achievement of basic skills in metacognition and ability for argumentative communication. It is important to emphasize that the ABP is considered as ALM that uses the scientific method for its execution and that after routinizing it as a didactic method, it was used as a key didactic strategy in the learning process.

For the achievement of competencies, academic strengths were important, such as the interdisciplinary nature of the teachers, the transdisciplinary (members of different careers in the educational research team, teacher educators), a computerized infrastructure and the acquisition of basic laboratory equipment that has allowed the practical development of cognitive, procedural and attitudinal capacities; for the sustainability of these elements in the curriculum. As well as the commitment of the students to develop them, exercising their own responsibility. In the same way, more updated methodologies such as Blended learning (B-Learning), in face-to-face surgical learning (surgical skills), supported by electronic means, in medical education have been started.
CONCLUSION

In this decade (2008-2018), important educational changes have been achieved, highlighting the commitment of teachers in the development of ALM methodologies, the use of ICTs, the political support of the authorities of the Faculty of Medicine, which facilitated the training teachers to develop their pedagogical skills, educational management and student satisfaction in the development of their skills with assertive communication and the achievement of meaningful learning for life.
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